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Abstract

Experimental data does not give a clear indication about the size of ELMs in the

ITER reactor that is currently under construction [1]. Prediction about the size

of these ELMs is critical for machine operation and erosion prevention. For this

purpose a simulation code called JOREK is developed by G. Huysmans [2]. In

this work JOREK is for the first time applied on geometries including a recycling

divertor which became possible by the implementation of a neutral fluid by A .Fil

[3]. The work done in this report can be split up into two parts, the first part is

looking into plasma detachment by injection gas at the divertor to cool the plasma.

The second part is simulating an ELM with one model excluding neutral particles

and one model including neutral particles.

It is found that JOREK is indeed capable to simulate plasma that reach a de-

tached state for a JET-like geometry with divertor targets perpendicular to the open

field line. Although this geometry is still quite a bit different than that of ITER,

JOREK is relative numerical stable for JET-like geometries. Furthermore JOREK

does not yet contain the computational grid generator that is suited (or easily ap-

plied) for ITER geometries. The choice for this simplification can be justified since

this project is a proof of concept to see if JOREK can be used for this and what

should be included in future version of JOREK.

To see the capabilities of JOREK, several simulations with different settings for

the injected gas rate were carried out. Of these simulation five case where pick that

show the most distinct features. In experiments in JET the typical turnover point

for plasma detachment is in the order of 2× 1022 s−1 to 3× 1022 s−1[4]. Therefore

the select case are centred around this point and indeed very promising result where

visible at these operational points.

These simulations of plasma detachment show relevant features such as cooling of

the divertor target plates, higher amount of radiation near the X-point and increased

of neutral density in the divertor legs. The temperatures dropped from 30 eV to a

few eV, well below the ionisation temperature of hydrogen. The density of neutral

start to peak in the SOL near the X-point where also the highest radiated power is

located.

The second phase of this project was to simulate ELMs with the plasma detach-
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ment case described above. However only one case could be carried out due to issues

with the numerical stability of the new model, this was the lowest gas injection rate.

Comparing this ELM case with a model that is excluding any physics from neutral

fluid with the newer model the effects of the neutral fluid could be examined.

The energy loss of the main plasma was around 20 % larger when including the

effects of neutrals. Also the energy flux to the divertor target showed a significant

difference as its much higher in the model including the model. In these result a

time delay could be observed in the arrival time of the ELM energy on the divertor

targets. Outer target receives almost immediately the energy flux while the peak

energy flux on the inner target is 0.1 ms later.

The work described above allows for more future research in the field of MHD

simulations including the effects of neutral particles. In the timespan of this project

it was not possible to get a simulation run with high neutral density in the divertor

which is a goal of JOREK for extrapolation to ITER. Another large change that

should be investigated in future project is the effect of the shape of the divertor

target. Experimental data from AUG show that the angle of the target to the

magnetic field can change the behaviour to plasma detachment significantly [5].

New development to JOREK should make the more complex divertor geometries

possible.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why fusion?

With the current growth of world population and energy consumption, the strain on

our energy supply is ever increasing. For now, fossil fuels can keep up with demand

but fossil fuels have some large drawbacks. Their carbon emissions are responsible

for the enhanced greenhouse effect, resulting in global warming. Another drawback

of fossil fuels are that they are in limited supply. In the future, oil, gas and coal

fields will run out and humankind will need a new way of supplying the energy it

needs.

One of those new ways of producing energy is potentially nuclear fusion. Instead

of harvesting energy from the sun by photoelectric cells, wind mills, solar heat

collectors or tidal energy plants, fusion energy is generating energy by replicating

the sun’s heat source inside a reactor. The general idea of copying the sun is fairly

simple; namely fusing deuterium and tritium, two isotopes of the element hydrogen,

to produce a large amount of energy.

However fusion only occurs at very high temperatures and this causes some prob-

lems. Experiments have shown that containing a plasma at these high temperatures

is hard to do for longer periods of time. Even the most successful reactor, the

tokamak called JET, is still not energy efficient, producing 65% of the input power.

Current scaling laws indicate that increasing the reactor size can make the toka-

mak design more energy efficient. The reactor needed is very expensive and has

a long construction time. The main example here is the largest reactor currently

under construction that is called ITER. This machine costs billions of Euro and will

take another decade to build. It is predicted that this machine will produce ten

times more energy than it consumes.
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1.2 The problem

Operating a machine with high energy production has the drawback of reaching the

thermal limits of what the reactor materials can withstand. On top of the steady

state heat load that is just below the melting threshold is the extra energy pulses

from the unstable plasma edge. The plasma is unstable because of the large pressure

and current density gradients in the edges that is caused by running the plasma in a

so-called H-mode. Running the plasma in this mode is favourable because it reduces

the energy transport by a factor of two.

These instabilities are edge localised modes or ELMs and they increase the ero-

sion of the reactor walls. To extend the lifespan of ITER and the reactor following

the erosion needs to be reduced. This gives rise to the need to predict the ELM size

of ITER and find ways of minimise the erosion.

Extrapolation of the ITER ELM size from experiments has proven difficult

through reactors like JET, DIII-D, JT60U and Asdex Upgrade. Results show that

the ELM size in reactors will increase in case the edge plasma collisionality decreases

(see figure 1.1) and in the same reactors the ELM size decreased in case the density

in the pedestal was increased (see figure 1.2). The problem is that ITER will be the

first to operate with a low collisionality and high density pedestal [1]. So it is not

clear how to extrapolate if these conditions will have large or small ELMs.

Figure 1.1: Figure from Loarte [1] that re-

lates the type I ELMs size of several reac-

tors to the collisionality in the plasma edge.

The dotted line indicates the upper bound-

ary of the ITER plasma edge collisionality.

Plasmas with lower collisionality tend to be

larger.

Figure 1.2: Figure from Loarte [1] that re-

lates the type I ELMs size of several reac-

tors to the density in the plasma edge. The

density is normalised to the Greenwald den-

sity limit. ELMs tend to get smaller for

increasing density in the plasma edge.
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1.3 Goal

Through computer simulation it is possible to calculate the properties of a fusion

plasma. For this purpose many different types of codes exist, like Magnetic Hydro

Dynamic (MHD) equation solvers, Particle In Cell (PIC) or gyro-kinetic codes. Each

code has its own way of solving the physics inside a fusion plasma using different kind

of models (i.e. set of equations). Some models are fast in producing approximate

results and other methods are slow but more accurate. In this work the focus is on

simulation a code to model large scale instabilities in tokamak plasma.

One simulation program that is being developed is a Finite Element Method

(FEM) code called JOREK [2]. The JOREK code is a tool that helps understanding

the processes of the energy losses to a divertor and first wall in tokamaks due to

MHD instabilities. This code is a non-linear extended MHD code that can simulate

the main plasma, the scrape-off layer and the divertor region. It also includes effects

from the wall of the reactor, divertor boundary conditions and neoclassical flows.

However JOREK has still some limitations in its capabilities of computing some

plasmas scenarios [6]. For example the density of neutral and plasma particles in the

divertor regions are not at the level that is expected in the ITER experiment. This

has the effect that the plasma is attached to the divertor and not semi-detached as

will be in ITER. Because of this it is not possible to extrapolate the effect of the

MHD instabilities called ’Edge Localised modes (ELMs)’ will have on the divertor.

In this work a study is done on the change of energy deposition of an ELM

on the divertor targets due to the presence of neutral gas in the divertor. This

type of simulation work is just becoming achievable in the last decade by growing

complexity of computer programs. The JOREK code was extended with a neutral

particle model and is now capable of doing such study. Because this kind of work

has never been done before with MHD-code most of the work is conceptual and

exploring the possibilities for future work.

The study done here is build up as following. First the current modelling of the

neutral particles is described followed by a description of the boundary conditions

that need to be applied for the model to work. The results are composed of two

main parts, the first part is about simulating plasma detachments with JOREK by

varying the gas injection rate. The second part is a comparison between two JOREK

models, one excluding and one including the neutral particle density.

Chapter 1 Mark Verbeek 7



Chapter 2

MHD, PWI and plasma

detachment

The simulations of ELMs can be done by solving the non-linear Magnetic Hydro-

dynamics (MHD) equations in tokamak geometries. These equations contain the

plasma properties like temperature, ion density, magnetic field, velocity and current

density, depending on variables such as the resistivity. With recent development the

properties of a neutral particle fluid and its interaction with the plasma fluid are

added into JOREK. The details of these implementation can be found in [6] and [3],

in the following chapter an overview is given.

Another aspect of this work is a basic understanding of plasma wall interaction

(PWI), so a short description of possible interactions and which are included in

JOREK is given. Important to note here is that this implementation is different

from previous versions of JOREK.

2.1 Magnetic Hydro Dynamics

Magnetic Hydro Dynamics is a description of the physical behaviour of electrically

conducting fluids, in case of fusion research the fluid is the plasma. The plasma

consists of electrons and ions which are accelerated by forces from electric and mag-

netic fields described by the Maxwell equations. Other system dynamics come from

the fluid behaviour like diffusion and convection, resulting from pressure, density

and temperature gradients. Those behaviours are described by the Navier-Stokes

equations from the fluid dynamics.

2.1.1 MHD equations

An important part of MHD are the Maxwell equations which are listed in equation

2.1 to 2.4.
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∇ · ~B = 0 (2.1)

∇ · ~E =
ρcharge
ε0

(2.2)

∇× ~B = µ0J + µ0ε0
∂ ~E

∂t
(2.3)

∇× ~E = −∂
~B

∂t
(2.4)

Fusion plasmas are assumed to be quasi-neutral so the charge density, ρcharge, is zero.

Also in MHD the change of the electric field is assumed to be slow compared to the

light speed, therefore the last term of equation 2.3 can be neglected. This leaves

only the electric field depended on the change of magnetic field and the magnetic

field depended on the current density.

JOREK solves these equations for a toroidal geometry using it’s own normali-

sation for the vector fields. This allows for better numerical methods to solve the

system as the number of magnitudes between larger and smaller numbers are re-

duced.

To complete the MHD equation set the conservation laws for mass, energy and

momentum are needed. Which are

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρ~v) = 0 (2.5)

ρ
∂~v

∂t
+ ρ~v · ∇~v = ~J × ~B −∇p (2.6)

∂p

∂t
+ ~v · ∇p+ γp∇ · ~v = 0 (2.7)

∂n0

∂t
+∇ · (n0V0) + Sn0 = 0 (2.8)

Here equation 2.5 is the mass conversation law, equation 2.6 is momentum balance

and the pressure balance is equation 2.7. The addition to JOREK is equation 2.8

which is the neutral density mass conservation law. In JOREK it is assumed that

the neutral particles are only diffuse so the equation can be written as

∂n0

∂t
= −∇ · (Dn∇n0) + Sn0 , (2.9)

with Dn being the diffusion coefficient which is a fixed value in JOREK. Making the

factor Dn a calculated value is a feature that will probably be included in JOREK in

the future. Although in the equations above the viscosity, resistivity and transport

terms are left out they are included in JOREK.

2.1.2 Reduced MHD

Solving the full MHD equations is computationally intensive and for most applica-

tions unnecessary. Therefore reduced MHD is derived from the full MHD equations

allowing the system to be written as set of four closed scalar equations. To do

this the following equations are used for the parallel velocity of the plasma and the

magnetic flux.

Chapter 2 Mark Verbeek 9
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B =
F

R
ez +

1

R
∇φ× eφ (2.10)

ψ = RA · eφ (2.11)

The assumption of a constant toroidal magnetic field removes fast waves from

the system, resulting into the reduced MHD model. These assumption comes from

that the toroidal magnetic field, Bψ, is constant in time and the poloidal field Bp is

much smaller [3]. More about this can be found in the report of A. Fil [3] on the

modelling of massive gas injections in JOREK.

2.2 Edge Localised Modes

Tokamak plasmas can be operated in different kind of modes. The most distinct (or

well known) modes are the L-mode and the H-mode, where the L and H mean Low

or High respectively. L-mode is confinement regime where the temperature profile is

parabola shaped from the plasma edge to the centre. When the heating is increased

to a certain threshold a so-called transport barrier develops at the plasma edge.

This creates a pedestal with large plasma pressure and current density gradients.

The H-mode is favourable above L-mode because it decreases the heat transport out

of the plasma, typically by a factor 2.

However the large plasma pressure and current density gradients can cause in-

stabilities to develop. These types of instabilities are called Edge localised Modes

or ELMs. ELMs are divided in several sub types, numbered I to V, categorised by

their size (i.e. plasma energy loss) and frequency. The main type of ELMs are the

type I and III where the first type is a large but infrequent ELM and the other

type small but high frequency. The ELM frequency depends on the heating power

applied on the plasma.

The energy loss of ELMs differ largely between ELM type although the duration

is quite fixed at roughly 1 ms. ELMs of type I can cause a loss of 5 % to 15 % of

pedestal energy while the loss of ELMs of type III is 1 % to 4 %. Type I ELMs have

a low occurring frequency of 1 Hz to 100 Hz increasing with heating power while type

III has go up to a frequency of 1 kHz decreasing with the heating power. Meaning

that high frequency ELMs will be are typically smaller.

2.2.1 Stability

As stated above, two parameters have influence on the plasma edge stability, namely

the plasma pressure gradient and the current density. In cases when the pressure

gradient is higher than a certain critical value a ballooning mode is formed. The

10 Chapter 2 Mark Verbeek
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Figure 2.1: Stability diagram of H-mode plasmas created by G. Huysmans using the

MISHKA-1 code [7]. The stability of the plasma is shown as function of the edge pressure

gradient (α) and the edge current density. In this case a JET H-mode plasma configuration

with low triangularity is used. The colours indicate the most unstable mode and the black

square are the ballooning modes. In the simulations shown in chapter 4 the equilibrium is

somewhere close to the top right corner of the stable region.

critical instability value of the current density depends on the pressure gradient

which is has a stabilizing effect, as illustrated in figure 2.1.

2.3 Plasma Wall Interaction

Simulation of ELMs with JOREK was mainly focused on the MHD phenomena in

for example the SOL. Interaction of the plasma with the wall is therefore left out of

those simulations. However the wall effects on the plasma could have an influence

on the ELM size. By adding plasma wall interaction to JOREK, research to this

feedback is made possible. Under the scope of plasma wall interaction are many

processes and phenomena which can be summarised as:

Particles, ions and neutrals are

1. backscattered or reflected with a part of there incoming energy.

2. implanted into the surface and release after some time as a thermal particle.

3. implanted into the surface and remain trapped for some extended period of

time.

Chapter 2 Mark Verbeek 11
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The first process is not (yet) possible to be simulated in JOREK because it set

constrains on parameters that are not accessible. Because of this it is assumed that

the incoming convective ion particles are all neutralised and a fraction is reflected

back as thermal diffusive neutrals. The other two processes are combined in a factor

called the reflection coefficient (CR). By choosing a reflection coefficient CR smaller

than one, a part of the incoming ions are released back a thermal particles. The

remaining particles are lost to the wall.

In the following chapter (ch. 3) a more detailed description will be given together

the implementation into the code. In this code the plasma is assumed to be a quasi-

neutral fluid so the ions and electron density, temperature and reflection are not

calculated separately.

2.4 Heat load and Plasma detachment

In section 2.2 the energy release of an ELM was discussed, however where this energy

ended up remained unclear. In the following section an explanation is given of the

energy deposition location of plasma and how the heat load on the reactor wall can

be reduced. Experiments have shown that the high heat load of ELMs can cause

melting of plasma facing components (PFCs).

2.4.1 Divertor heat load

Since the scrape of layer (SOL) of fusion reactors is only a few centimetres wide, the

total wetted surface is rather small. In the case of ITER it is expected to be roughly

1 m2. This already factoring the effects of inclining the target plated to the plasma

makes an angle with the plates to increase the wetted surface. The combination

of a small surface and large energy output of fusion plasma results in reaching the

thermal property limits of most PFCs.

When the plasma is in a ELMy H-mode this problem is only increase as the

ELM energy is additional to the steady state heat load. One method to reduce the

power deposition to the divertor target is by (partially) detaching the plasma from

the wall. In such case the plasma is cooled by cold gas in the divertor and the power

is radiated away onto a much larger surface.

Plasma detachment is an important research topic for ITER since it is expected

that ITER can not work without a reduced power load. In current day experiments

extensive research is done into plasma detachment. The reactors JET, ASDEX

upgrade and TCV all done experiments with gas seeding, divertor geometry and

plasma recycling [4][8][9].

12 Chapter 2 Mark Verbeek
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2.4.2 Detachment mechanisms

On way of looking at plasma detachment is via the two point model which relates

the upstream plasma with the down stream plasma. Using assumption that the

pressure is constant along the field line of the SOL and the exit velocity of ions is

the sound speed. A relation for the temperature on this field line can be worked

out. The scematic representation is given in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Schematic view of plasma detachment. On the left the temperature and plasma

density profile on the SOL when the plasma is detached. Here the temperature gradually

decreases till it is lowest on the divertor target while the density increase slightly close to

the target. On the right the profiles of the temperature and density are shown when the

plasma is detached. The temperature reaches is lowest point close to the x-point and here

is also where the density peaks. (source: W. Vijvers[10])

When neutral gas is injected into the divertor region the temperature is changed

because some energy loss terms are introduced. From experiments it is found that

there are three main energy loss processes.

1. Hydrogenic energy loss is due to radiation from hydrogen

2. Impurity radiation same as hydrogenic but from heavier elements

3. Radial transport increase.

In JOREK only gas is injected which has the same atomic mass as the plasma

itself. Therefore only losses are from hydrogenic radiation and increase of radial

transport.

Chapter 2 Mark Verbeek 13



Chapter 3

Theory - numerics

3.1 Introduction to JOREK

The description of JOREK is given as:

The non-linear extended MHD code JOREK resolves realistic toroidal

X-point geometries with a C1 continuous flux-surface aligned grid in-

cluding main plasma, scrape-off layer and divertor region. It is based

on robust fully implicit numerics, and includes divertor boundary con-

ditions, 3D resistive wall effects, two-fluid effects and neoclassical flows

( from: jorek.eu ).

Which means that JOREK uses the MHD equations explained in the previous

chapter to compute the properties of a tokamak plasma. The geometry includes

the whole domain inside the reactor walls thus including the X-point. Furthermore

the type of element used in the solver method is unique to JOREK. These elements

allow the physical values represented with these elements to be continuous between

each element in both these value and their gradients.

3.2 JOREK: model303

JOREK incorporates different sets of equations into several type of models. The

standard model for many JOREK simulations is numbered model303. The physical

parameters calculated are: Magnetic field (ψ), electric potential (u), current density

(J), vorticity (w), plasma density (ρ), plasma temperature (T ) and parallel velocity

(v‖). So the neutral gas density is not included and therefore is this model unusable

for detachment research.

14
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3.3 JOREK: model500

In parallel of model303 an new model is developed that includes a second fluid into

its equations. This fluid is a neutral gas that allows to do more realistic simulations

of tokamak scenarios when this neutral gas has a large influence on the plasma

behaviour. Examples are disruption mitigation with massive gas injection and ELM

pacing with pallet injection. In this work a study is done to the possibility of

using this neutral fluid model with smaller gas injection rates to simulate plasma

detachment.

To simplify the equations for the neutral fluid it’s assumed that the neutrals

are only diffusive. In future work this assumption should be tested and perhaps

compared with the plasma edge code SOLPS.

3.4 Implementation of boundary condition

Although the model500 was successfully in simulating MGI and pellet injection the

boundary conditions where not properly implemented. This meant that at the edges

of the computational domain some artefact where seen at can be read in the thesis

of Hoving [6]. In the following section an explanation is given how this was fixed as

part of this report.

3.4.1 Finite Element Method (FEM)

On way of solving complex physical models is by using a finite element method

(FEM). In FEM the computational domain is split into smaller segments called

finite elements. Figure 3.1 shows the elements used in JOREK. On each element

Figure 3.1: The grid used in the results obtained in

this section, the poloidal alignment of the elements is

with the magnetic field. This images illustrates the

grid density increase close to the seperatrix to prevent

numerical instabilities on places with large gradients.

The divertor geometry is also clearly visible that the

target are perpendicular to the magnetic field. The

reflection boundary conditions are only applied on the

divertor targets, on the reactor walls and in the private

region particles are completely lost when the edge is

crossed.

there exist some function called basis-functions. These functions have a finite value

Chapter 3 Mark Verbeek 15
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in there element and are zero everywhere else in the computational domain. The

solution is obtained by solving the set of test-functions that fill the domain, this is

commonly done in matrix format.

In equation form this method can be written as

f(x, y) =
N∑
i=1

aiH(x, y). (3.1)

Where H is the basis-function and it spans the element domain. Here the coefficient

ai is the unknown and solving the system means the values for these coefficients are

determined. Depending on the purpose of the code this H can be linear or as is

the case with JOREK, Bézier functions. These functions are chosen because both

the function and its first derivative can be continuous between the elements which

allows for more accurate solutions.

JOREK uses FEM to solve the 2D cross section of the tokamak, the full 3D

is done by a Fourier description of the toroidal modes. Equation 3.2 give this

description that is implemented into JOREK.

~U(s, t, φ) = Re
(Ntor−1∑

n=0

NNodes−1∑
i=0

4∑
n=0

uijnHj(s, t)e
inφ
)

(3.2)

To be able to solve an equation with a finite element method this equation has

to be written in its weak form. To explain the weak form in some more detail it is

useful to use an example. In this case a weak form is derived that is needed in the

next section which is the neutral density diffusion equation,

∂n0

∂t
= ∇ ·D0∇n0 + S0 (3.3)

Here is n0 the density of the neutral hydrogen particles, D0 the diffusion coefficient

and S0 the source term including recombination, ionisation and gas injection.

The first step of deriving the weak form is by multiplying both sides of the

equation with an arbitrary test function and then integrating both sides of the whole

domain. In this case the test function is called n∗ and this result in to following,∫
n∗
∂n0

∂t
dV =

∫
n∗(∇ ·D0∇n0 + S0)dV. (3.4)

Using partial integration the following form appears∫
n∗
∂n0

∂t
dV = −

∫ (
∇n∗D0∇n0 + n∗S0

)
dV +

∫
n∗(D0∇n0) · ~ndS. (3.5)

This is the weak form of the neutral density diffusion equation where in the second

term on the right hand side the normal vector ~n and surface dS are substituted in.
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3.4.2 Plasma Wall boundary condition derivation

The boundary condition that has to be implemented is quite straight forward. The

neutral flux outwards at the edge is equal to the flux of ions inwards at this surface

times the reflection coefficient. This condition is neglecting the diffusive ions but

it expected that this quantity is very low. The equation form of the boundary

condition is:

Γ0 = D0∇n0 · ~n = CRρ~v‖ · ~n (3.6)

where Γ0 is the flux, D0 the diffusion coefficient, CR is the reflection coefficient, v‖

the parallel velocity of the ions and ~n the normal vector.

When we take the weak from derived in the section above (equation 3.5) and

insert the boundary condition in the last term of the RHS. This results in:∫
n∗
∂n0

∂t
dV = −

∫ (
∇n∗D0∇n0 + n∗S0

)
dV +

∫
n∗(CRρ~v‖) · ~ndS (3.7)

This is a proper form for a finite element method. However to be able to use this

equation in JOREK, some normalisation has to be done.

When filling this in, a dot product between ~B and ~n appears. This can be

simplified by using the definition of these parameters. So

~B · ~n = (F0~eφ +
1

R
∇ψ × ~eφ) · ~n (3.8)

where F0 and ψ are scalars and ~n the normal vector which can be written as

~n =
∇t
|∇t| . (3.9)

In this equation t is a local coordinate of each finite element, the other coordinate

is s. Further allows the JOREK coordinates system for the following substitution,

1

R
~eφ = ∇φ. (3.10)

Working this out:

~B · ~n = (F0~eφ +
1

R
∇ψ × ~eφ) · ∇t|∇t| (3.11)

The first terms drops out because F0~eφ is perpendicular to ∇t.

~B · ~n =
1

|∇t|∇ψ ×∇φ · ∇t (3.12)

The next step is to fill in:

∇ψ =
∂ψ

∂s
∇s+

∂ψ

∂t
∇t+

∂ψ

∂φ
∇φ (3.13)
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in where the last two terms drop out because resulting vector out of the cross product

are perpendicular to ∇t. Also we write the derivative to s with s as subscript. The

resulting equation is:

~B · ~n =
−1

∇tψs∇s×∇t · ∇φ (3.14)

The is equal to the Jacobian of the system and is defined as J:

~B · ~n =
−1

|∇t|
ψs
J

=
−1

|∇t|
ψs
RD

(3.15)

Now we can plug this result in the integral we started with:

∫
n∗
∂n0

∂t
dV = −

∫ (
∇n∗D0∇n0 + n∗S0

)
dV −

∫
n∗CRρ

1

|∇t|
ψs
RD

dS (3.16)

Knowing the system properties, it is possible to simplify the equation more. For

instance de dS is possible to write in the local finite element coordinate.

dS = Rdldφ (3.17)

where dl is connect to the coordinate s by:

dl =
√
R2
s + Z2

sds (3.18)

using:

|∇t| =
√
t2R + t2Z =

√
R2
s + Z2

s

RsZt −RtZs
(3.19)

we get:
dl

|∇t| = Dds (3.20)

the denoter is equal to the determinant of the system. So:

|∇t| =
√
R2
s + Z2

s

D
(3.21)

the right most term of the integral becomes then:∫
n∗CRρψsv‖ds (3.22)

The next step is to change the implemented boundary condition to a new one.

The current version only sets a Dirichlet condition to the values on the nodes. Using

boundary integral the Dirichlet condition can be much better be forced in both it’s

value and derivative.
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3.4.3 Validation of BC

To check that the boundary condition is correctly implemented a simulation is run.

The parameters used for the simulation are explained in the next chapter. The vali-

dation is done by plotting the ion and neutral fluxes on the divertor target position.

The ion flux is composed of conductive ions and diffusive ions but remember that

only the conductive ions are reflected back as neutrals. In case implementation is

correct these fluxes should be equal. Figure 3.2 shows the incoming ion and outgo-

ing neutral particle fluxes together with the difference between the two. In this case

there is a five order difference meaning that the diffusive ion flux .
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Figure 3.2: On the right the normalised ion and the neutral particle flux on the outer

divertor target are plotted where the reflection coefficient is equal to 1. To show the small

difference between those fluxes the subtraction of one of the other is shown in the right plot.

This figures indicates that the reflection of the diffusive ions to neutrals can be ignored in

this case.
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Chapter 4

Results

In the previous chapter the newly implemented boundary conditions was tested

and validated. As expected by setting the reflection to one, the inwards ion flux

was equal to as the outgoing neutral particle flux. The next phase of this project

is add gas injection to the simulations, to see if simulating of plasma detachment

can be obtained with JOREK. This is done by running several JOREK simulations

with different input parameters. The results such as the 2D steady stated solutions

from these JOREK simulations are presented in the sections below. As well as the

temperature and density profiles along the field in the middle of the SOL.

With the steady state solutions of the plasma detachment study, a comparison is

made between two ELM cases. One ELM is simulated with model 303, introduced in

the previous chapter which does not included neutral particles, and one with model

500. The case including the neutrals had a low neutral density at the divertor

targets. Simulating ELMs with high neutral density in the divertor remains work in

progress.

In all simulations result shown below the following assumptions are made. The

geometry of the grid is a JET-like shape, which can be seen in figure 3.1, that has

the magnetic configuration of JET shot number 82885 . The divertor geometry is

strongly simplified for numerical stability reasons, the possible effect is discussed in

section 6 . Further more the plasma current is 2 MA and the magnetic field strength

is 2 T. To simulate ELM modes the plasma needs to be in H-mode therefore the

temperature and density have a pedestal at the plasma edge. More details about

the pedestal can be found in section 4.1.2 down below.

JOREK does simulations of ELMs in three distinct phases, in this work output of

the second phase is used plasma detachment and the last phase for ELMs. The first

phase is to calculate an equilibrium without flows of the ions, so no convection. Here

the temperature and density profiles in 2D are computed with a Poison equation in

an iterative way. From these equilibria a second equilibrium is calculated in which
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the flows can develop. The last phase add toroidal modes to the system, this means

that the plasma is allowed to vary in the toroidal direction which is an ELM.

4.1 Plasma detachment

Simulating with JOREK to see when plasma detachment would occur is done by

evolving an equilibrium without flows of ions to one where also the flows are in a

steady state equilibrium, as described above. By using different gas injection (GI)

rates the steady state equilibrium is altered because the neutral gas density changes.

In total 7 different cases where run that differ from low GI rates of 1× 1021 s−1 to

a high rate of 1× 1023 s−1. Experimental data shows [4] that plasma detachment

occurs in JET at an injection rate of 2× 1022 s−1 therefore all investigated GI rates

are centred around this value.

The JOREK simulations gives 3D data for the whole domain, since in this second

phase the solution is toroidally constant it can be presented in 2D. However making

quantitative comparisons between 2D data is difficult, especially when several pa-

rameters play a role. Therefore are plots shown that compare the 7 different cases

in 1D, comparing for example density and temperature along a field line.

4.1.1 2D steady state solution

In figure 4.1 a close up of the divertor region of the JOREK data is shown for the gas

injection of 3× 1022 s−1. On the left the colours indicate the plasma density and on

the right the neutral particle density. The plasma shows a strong leg formation on

the outer leg and towards the inner target a weak leg is formed. These legs are also

visible in the temperature profiles indicated by the red isotherm’s drawn in both

cross sections. The neutrals density has a high concentration on the outer target

compared to the inner target what is expected since the gas injection is on there low

field side of the X-point

Reaching the steady state equilibrium required to run JOREK for multiple steps

with each different step size. Finding the right amount of steps and there sizes is

depending on the stability of the system and the development speed of plasma flows.

For the simulation results down below the total time simulated was around the 48

000 Alfvén times which is approximately 25 ms.

To show the change of the simulation results as function of the gas injection rate,

are the seven cases close ups of the divertor region given in figure 4.2. From top to

bottom each image shows plasma density on the left and the ionisation rate at the

right as colour plots. With red isotherm’s the plasma temperature is indicated, the

white lines on the left is the neutrals neutral density. The right plot shows again
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Figure 4.1: 2D overview of the steady state solution of the case with a gas injection of

3× 1022 s−1, cropped to the divertor region. On the left the plasma density and on the

right the neutral density. The red contours are isotherm’s: 10 eV, 5 eV and 3 eV (From in

to out). The while line indicates where the profiles in figure 4.3 are plotted.

the plasma temperature with red lines but here the while lines are isobars.

The temperature shows decrease in at the divertor plates when the neutral den-

sity is increased. The inner and outer target cool down at the same rate although

the gas injected into the outer leg. An interesting feature in the plasma density

is the formation of the blob around the x-point. Experiments like AUG have also

shown these kinds of behaviour .
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Figure 4.2: A overview of steady state

solutions from 7 JOREK simulations.

From top downwards the gas injection

rate is increased in different step sizes,

varying from a factor 2 to 10. In each

overview two cross sections are shown.

The left cross section shows the plasma

density (colour), neutral density (white

lines) and isotherms (red lines). In-

creasing the GI shows a retraction

of the plasma legs towards the main

plasma, effectively cooling the divertor

targets. The neutral density builds op

in divertor targets.

The right cross section shows in

colour the ionisation rate, the potential

(white) and plasma pressure (red). In

both cross section the black line is the

position of the seperatrix flux surface.
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4.1.2 1D Temperature, Density and pressure profiles

Since finding small differences between several 2D plots is hard to represent clearly.

In experiments and in literature plasma detachment is mostly explained with the

use of temperature and density profiles along a certain field line. By plotting these

parameters along the poloidal length of the field line located in the middle of the

SOL the figure 4.3 created.

In this figure the low field side of the scrape of layer is shown from the target

to the mid-plane. With increasing gas injection the region with significant neutral

density in the outer leg is the tokamak is increased. The plasma density does also

increase but a peak in the density appears close to the x-point. The temperature at

the divertor target drops down to several eV as soon gas is injected. With increasing

gas injection the region with low temperatures expanses toward the x-point.
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Figure 4.3: The temperature, neutral and plasma density profiles on the flux surface of

maximum temperature at the target, from the outer target to the mid-plane, for different

gas injections rates. Observable is the drop of the temperature on the divertor plate as

soon a significant amount of gas is injected with a transition to a detached divertor for a

gas injection of 1× 1022 s−1 to 3× 1022 s−1.

The valve is located in the outer divertor leg and therefore it can be expected

that the behaviour from this leg is different from the inner leg. Indeed in figure

4.4 asymmetry is visible as there the density en temperature on the complete flux

contour is plotted. On the left is the low field target and on the right the high field

size, (this is mirror from fig 4.3)
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Figure 4.4: Like figure 4.3 the temperature, density en neutral density profiles on the

poloidal connection length are shown. Only here the profiles on the SOL near the inner

divertor target are shown. Although the gas injected in the outer divertor leg the behaviour

of the plasma detachment show similar features. Like peaking of the density near the

X-point and the drop of temperature on the target.

In figure 4.5 temperature (top) and the density (bottom) profiles on the mid-

plane are shown for the five case already described above. At R = 2 and R = 3.9 the

pedestal is visible and in the plot to the right a close up is given on this region in the

plasma. In these figures it is visible that the hight of the pedestal increases when

the neutral density in the divertor does increase. The difference in the temperature

profile are relative small except for the highest can injection rate. In this case the

temperature is much lower cause be the cooling effects of the neutral fluid. The

density shows similar behaviour where the case with the largest gas injection rate is

deviated from the other profiles. This could be a sign that this case is perhaps not

physical stable, more about this in the discussing in section 6.

4.2 ELM simulations

Simulation of ELMs with JOREK is done by taking the simulated data from the

second phase, like those described above, and add toroidal modes. These allow the

plasma to be able to wave in along the toroidal direction which is unstable when

such wave is growing instead of damped. In the section below two ELM cases are
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Figure 4.5: The mid plane profiles for the plasma temperature on top row and density on

bottom row. From left to right the complete profile, details of high field side plasma edge

and the details of the low field side plasma edge is shown.

described, one without neutrals and one with, each one from a different JOREK

model.

The filaments forming is shown using the 2D profiles of the density on some

representative time steps. A close up of divertor region is also given with the time

evolution of the temperature and densities. After this the energy loss as function

of time is presented together with the asymmetry of the heat load on the divertor

targets.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.6: ELM filament forming in the plasma density as the ELM evolves. From left

to right the time steps t = 0, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 ms are shown from left to right. These

filament grow and rotate around the main plasma in anti-clockwise direction.
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Figure 4.7: Shown here is the time

evolution of the density in the diver-

tor region just before and during an

ELM. Seven snapshots are shown from

the JOREK data, where the density is

shown in using the colours, the temper-

ature using red thermobars and white

lines for the neutral density. On the

left is the data from the model exclud-

ing the neutrals and right the neutrals

are included.

Above the x-point the filament forming

of the ELM is visible in the plasma

pedestal. Furthermore the isotherm’s

in both cross sections move outwards

indicating a rise of temperature in the

divertor region. The neutrals are get-

ting pushed into the divertor legs when

the peak density is increased. This is

visible by the white lines moving toward

the divertor targets and new one form-

ing on the outer target.

Another feature which is visible is the

angle in the neutral density lines at the

location of the SOL. This can be caused

by the plasma burning into the neutral

particle layers.
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4.2.1 ELM energy loss

During an ELM some of the energy stored in the plasma pedestal is lost towards

the plasma facing component. How much is an indication of the size of the ELM

as explained in section 2.2. With the JOREK data it’s possible to evaluate the

energy stored in plasma and with that the energy loss. When plotting the change

of the energy as function of time, figure 4.8 it visible that the plasma in the model

including the neutrals losses significant more energy. Integrating the energy loss of

time the total energy loss is calculated. So model 303 losses around 167 kJ in 1 ms

where the other models losses 205 kJ in the same time. This is an difference of 20 %.

In figure 4.8 the energy changes between all time steps are shown, because of this

is become visible that the time for the included modes to destabilise is different be-

tween the models. In the model including the neutrals the ELMs starts significantly

faster to have an effect on the energy output.

4.2.2 Target heat load

When the change of plasma energy as function of time is plotted for the two different

models a significant difference can be seen. The model including the neutrals shows

an higher energy loss
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Figure 4.8: On the left: Time trace of the derivative in time of the total thermal energy

in the plasma for the two different models. The models show a similar ELM energy loss.

On the right the peak energy loss to inner and outer divertor targets. A clear asymmetry

is visible between the two.
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4.2.3 Density change during ELMs on divertor targets

During an ELM the density in the plasma edge drops to L-mode values and the

excess mass travels along the magnetic field lines towards the targets. Therefore

it can be expected that the density will increase on the divertor target. Since the

expelled mass is plasma it can be expected that the plasma density on the divertor

targets would increase. However the neutral density becomes higher with a factor

two and the plasma density does decreases as is visible in figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: On the left: the density and neutral density at the outer divertor target.

On the right: the temperature profiles on the inner and outer target for the two different

models. The model including the neutrals shows for the most part a colder divertor target.

4.2.4 Heat load to divertor targets

On of the issues with ITER and current day tokamaks that lead to this research

is the heat load to the divertor targets. Although JOREK is not yet capable to

make predictions about the exact heat load on the divertor targets it is possible to

do a comparison in behaviour and trends. One of this aspects of ELMs that are

comparable is the asymmetry between the inner and outer target with respect to

the time the ELM heat load arrives. In figure 4.10 the time evolution of the peak

heat load on the targets is shown for both models. The red lines are from the inner

divertor target and the blue from the outer target. When comparing the solid lines,

there is mainly an amplitude difference.

In the model a clear time delay is visible in the inner target ELM energy arrival

Several tens of milliseconds the inner target is received almost the same amount of

energy per second as the outer target. This clear delay is less visible in the model

excluding the neutrals, this can be due to several factors. It could be that the delay

is due to the longer length of the field lines towards the inner target when the energy

of ELM is expelled on the low field side of the plasma.
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Figure 4.10: Peak energy load on the divertor targets as function of time for the two

models. Although the amplitude of the energy load is significant different the overall shape

shows some similar features. Furthermore a large delay between the inner and outer target

peak load is visible.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and discussion

Using the non-linear MHD JOREK a study is done to the possible applications

of new developments in the JOREK with respect to implementation of a neutral

fluid. This conceptual work was done to explore the capabilities of JOREK with a

model including a neutral gas to simulate recycling, plasma detachment and ELMs.

JOREK has been developed and used for ELMs simulation and these where quite

successful [2], however simulations with neutral particles was never been done before.

It is found using a JET-like geometry with a simplified divertor (i.e horizontal

targets) that JOREK could indeed simulate some aspects of plasma detachment. By

increasing the gas injection rates in the outer leg of the divertor region changes where

seen in the temperature, plasma density and neutral density. These changes are the

drop of temperature on the divertor target, expansion to the cold temperature to the

X-point and increase neutral density at the divertor region. Furthermore the tran-

sition from the attached regime to the detached regime was around the 2× 1022 s−1

to 3× 1022 s−1 which is similar to experiments. However making any qualitative

conclusion is difficult because of geometry and missing physics as discussed in the

section down below.

The second part of this research was expanding the plasma detachment results

with ELM simulations. In this part 2 ELM simulations where done, one excluding

the neutrals and one with the neutral but at low densities. Due to numerical in-

stability of this second model an ELM with high neutral densities in the divertor

was not possible to complete with comparable results. Comparisons where made be-

tween the plasma density on the divertor targets, the energy loss of the total plasma

and heat flux arrival time. Important to note that the obtained results where for

ELM with only the modes N=0 and N=10, included.

It is found that the model including the neutrals did lose around 20 % more

energy. Another phenomena that was observed is the delay of the ELM energy

at the divertor target. The inner target receives the peak energy a few tens of
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milliseconds later than the outer target which was also observed in experiments [].

Although the ELM energy in the case with the neutrals is higher than the case

without neutrals the temperature is lower in the case neutrals are present. The

reason could very be the cooling effect of the neutral particles just like in the plasma

detachment simulations.

One of the most surprising observations is the highest plasma density time evo-

lution. In the case no neutrals are present the plasma density on the target is low,

while in the other case the plasma density is roughly equal to the neutral density.

When the ELM starts the plasma density drops drastic and the neutral density

increase with a factor of 2.
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Chapter 6

Outlook

The conceptual nature of the research in this report causes a lot of new questions

raised and jobs unfinished. In the section below a breakdown is given of the work

that can be done to improve the topics in this project. The includes topics are the

validation of the JOREK neutral model, the plasma detachment in respect to the

divertor geometry and ELM simulation.

During this project attempts where made to validating JOREK with another

code called ITER-SOLPS. The SOLPS code is focused on the scrape of layer it

can simulated plasma detachment in quite detail and is validated to some extend

with experiments. One big difference between the two codes is the allowed divertor

geometries that can be far more complex for SOLPS. JOREK uses its own algorithm

to create a flux aligned grid which is well suited for the simulating ELM with the

main plasma and plasma edge as relevant study objects. However in detachment

the complex divertor geometry has a large effect on the behaviour of the plasma.

Experiment like AUG and JT60U show large behaviour changes due to upgrades

carried out on the divertor type [11][5]. Both machine changed from an open divertor

to a closed version (i.e with dome) with vertical targets. The main effect is that

the plasma hits the targets under a large angle instead of perpendicular. Changing

largely the behaviour of the reflected particles and in the feedback to the plasma.

Another issue during this project was the numerical stability of JOREK. In the

second and third simulation phase several instabilities occurred which where hard

to solve. For instance during ELMs simulations the plasma in the pedestal start to

form filaments with high and low density. The low density areas sometimes became

negative, which disallowed the code to converge a solution for the next time step.

A more in depth investigation in which terms of the equations case these negative

densities should be carried out.

Missing in this report is the ELM simulation with an high density divertor al-

though it would seem be a simple step to make. Although it was tried several times
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to run such a simulation, numerical problems remained with JOREK. Some com-

binations with relative high neutral density, low plasma density and temperature

gradients shown to be very unstable in numerical sense. Perhaps a system that

allows to look at each individual term in each equation could aid in determining the

problem and solving the issue.

Besides unfinished work because of code that is still under development, there

unfinished work because of time constrains. The ELMs described in this report only

have mode 1 and 10 included where for full ELMs simulation all even (or odd) modes

till n = 20 are needed. This allows the fasted mode to grow instead of the only mode

available. On the other hand from previous experiences it could be that n = 10 is

the faster growing mode so the result in this report change only very little. The

reason why a selection of modes must be made during the experimental simulation

is simple. The computing power required to compute all modes is in the order of

thousands and that is widely available.
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Appendix A

Popular science essay

When calculating the energy output of the sun and combining these numbers with

the energy density for example coal or oil, physicist discovered that the sun could

not be burning any known substance to produce its energy. Around 1930 a new

mechanism was proposed that can explain the suns energy output. In this mech-

anism light elements are fused together which releases large amount of energy in

the form of light and heat. In the 20 years after this discovery, physicists build a

bomb that use this fusion proses. From this point forward scientist and engineers

sought-after a method to use this energy release for peaceful purposes.

In years following many fusion reactor concepts where tried and one particular

design stood out in performance. This tokamak reactor uses strong magnetic fields

to contain the burning hot plasma and keeping it from the reactor wall. Because

one of the issues of fusion reactors is the melting of the materials inside the reactor

when temperatures reach 150 million degrees Celsius.

Although the tokamak is currently the most effective device it still has a lot of

problems that need to be solved. One of the remaining issues is that experiments

have shown that only a very large reactor can be produce more energy that it

consumes. This is why currently the ITER tokamak is being build. ITER should be

capable of producing net energy but it so large that if can also damage a important

part of itself when operated incorrectly.

One of the reactor to damage is self is by having an ELM amongst other things.

In this event the outer layer of the plasma peals off and the energy in this layer is

deposited on the reactor wall that cannot handle such extreme power.

The aim of this project is to do predictions about the size of these so-called ELMs.

It’s proven difficult to use experimental data for this purpose. Firstly because the

data from experiments show that ITER will have to deal with larger ELM that

currently have be observed in smaller experiments. On the other hand experiments

have shown that a high gas density in de divertor (= the exhaust of the reactor) can
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have a positive effect on the ELM size and reduces its damaging effect.

Making prediction of this kind of instability is done using a code that runs

large and powerful computers. Through solving a set of conservation laws, the

properties of the simulated system are determined. By first comparing the results

with experiments the code can be validated. After this process the code can be used

to make predictions.

Although work on JOREK is not finished and many questions regarding the

simulation of plasma detachment and ELMs with neutrals with this code are sill

open, some steps in the right direction are made. For example plasma detachment

could be simulated in cases when a simplified geometry is used. This means that

cooling of the plasma and increase of neutral density at the right places where

observed.

The simulation of the instabilities was also successfully by showing that two

simulations with different models behaved very similar when the starting parameters

are equal. The big difference between these modes was the inclusion of some extra

physics in the equations which describe an extra gas in the reactor. At the end of this

project it can be concluded that the JOREK code is capable of doing calculations

of instabilities with this extra gas. However to do those simulations for all ITER

relevant scenario, still a lot of development should be done to increase the numerical

stability.
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Appendix B

Wetenschappelijk essay

Toen wetenschappers in het begin van de 20ste eeuw de energie uitstoot van de zon

berekende en uitkomst vergeleken met de energie dit vrij komt bij het verbranden

van kool en olie ontdekten zij dat de zon geen van de bekende energy bronnen

gebruik kom maken om haar energie te produceren. Een paar jaar later in 1930

werd er een ander mechanisme geopperd dat het schijnen van de zon kon verklaren.

In dit mechanisme worden lichte elementen gefuseerd tot zwaardere elementen, een

processen dat veel energie oplevert. Binnen 20 jaar kregen de natuurkundige het

voor elkaar om een bom te maken die van dit fusieproces gebruik maakt. Vanaf dit

moment zochten de wetenschappers en engineers naar een methode om gebruik te

maken van deze energiebron voor vreedzame doeleinden.

In de decennia er na werden er veel verschillende fusiereactor concepten uit-

geprobeerd en er was een type dit veel beter presteerden dan alle andere ideeën.

Deze reactor was een zogenaamde tokamak, in dit type worden sterke magneetvelden

gebruikt om het hete plasma op te sluiten en te voorkomen dat de reactor muren

smelten. Want de hoge temperatuur binnen in het fusie plasma is een van de grote

problemen binnen fusie onderzoek want de temperatuur lopen op tot 150 miljoen

graden Celsius.

Hoewel de tokamak het best presterende fusiereactor type is zijn er nog veel

probleem op te lossen voordat fusie nuttig ingezet kan worden. Een van de problemen

is dat uit huidige experiment is gebleken dat alleen door het vergroten van de reactor

meer energie geproduceerd kan worden dan opgenomen. Dit is dan ook de reden

waarom de reactor genaamd ITER wordt gebouwd. ITER zou instaat moeten zijn

om netto energie te produceren, echter is de reactor zo groot dat het zichzelf kapot

kan maken bij een instabiliteit.

Een type instabiliteit waarover nog veel onduidelijkheid is in de voorspellingen

voor ITER is een zogenaamde ELM. Experimentele data geeft hiervoor geen uit-

sluitsel. Dit is omdat sommige experimenten een trend laten zien die toont dat
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ITER grote ELMs zal hebben, wat slecht is voor de machine. Andere experimenten

laten zien een trend de andere kant op zien, een hoge dichtheid in de ‘divertor‘ (=

de uitlaat van de reactor) zal weer voor kleinere ELMs zorgen.

Het maken van voorspellingen is daarom gedaan met computercodes die op grote

en krachtige computer draaien. Door een set behoudswetten op te lossen, kunnen

eigenschappen van gesimuleerde systeem worden bepaald. Als deze eigenschappen

vergeleken worden met experimentele data kan de code eerst gevalideerd worden en

daarna gebruikt om voorspellingen te doen.

In dit onderzoek is de code genaamd JOREK gebruikt die al succesvol was in het

simuleren van instabiliteiten in ITER. Echter ontbrak er nog een belangrijke effect

in deze simulaties namelijk dat er ook een neutraal gas aanwezig is in de divertor

en dat het plasma kan reflecteren tegen de reactor wand. De physica die effecten

beschrijven zijn in de laatste jaren toegevoegd aan JOREK waardoor het nu mogelijk

wordt om hiermee te experimenteren.

Het onderzoek wat gedaan is bestaat uit twee onderdelen. Het eerste onderzoek

is naar het los maken van het plasma van de reactor muur door neutral gas te in-

jecteren. Hierop voortbouwt zijn er twee modelen van JOREK met elkaar vergeleken

wanneer deze worden gebruikt om een instabiliteit te berekenen.

Het is gebleken dat JOREK inderdaad in staat is om met de nieuwe fysica,

het los maken van het plasma te simuleren al zijn er veel versimpelingen gemaakt.

Zo is ontwerp van ITER veel complexer dan tot nu to aangenomen en zijn er nog

verschijdende proccesses in the plasma en gas toe te voegen. Uit experimentele data

is bebleken dat deze verschillen grote invloed kunnen uitoeffenen op de resultaten.

Het onderzoek naar de instabiliteiten was ook zeer succesvol ondanks dat niet alle

doelen zijn gehaalt. In de vergelijking waar twee verschillende model van JORKEK

met vergelijkbare condities waren de verschillen minimaal zoals dat zou moeten.

Echter de simulaties die interresant zijn voor de voorspellingen voor ITER zijn

helaas nog niet gelukt en staat gepland voor de nabije toekomst.
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In current-day tokamaks large amplitude ELMs are observed with low collisionality plasmas,

or small ELMs when operating with high density/collisionality plasmas. In ITER the plasma

will have both a low collisionality and high density, therefore the expected ELM amplitude and

associated power fluxes cannot be directly extrapolated from current experiments. In experi-

ments, a high density and high recycling divertor is created by gas injection (to radiate power

from the SOL). In this state the plasma is semi-detached from the wall. The heat load on the di-

vertor is hereby lowered and the observed amplitude of the ELMs is typically lower. Non-linear

MHD simulations are an essential tool to extrapolate the ELM amplitude at ITER.

Using the non-linear MHD code JOREK in a JET and ITER-like geometry the dependence of

the ELM power fluxes on divertor conditions are studied which have been varied by adjusting

the level of gas fuelling. JOREK solves the reduced MHD equations and includes a model for

the neutral density of deuterium particles as a fluid. Added to this model is the reflection of

convective parallel ion flux to a diffusive neutral density.

First results show that the transition from a low to a high recycling divertor occurs around

the injection of 1022 particles per second in a JET-like geometry. In this case the particles were

injected in the outer leg at near the X-point. This injection rate is in the same range as exper-

imental results from JET [1]. Using the JOREK model including the neutral particles a quasi

stationary state is found after around 103 Alfvén times (∼ 1ms). In this stationary state the flux

of ions is roughly the same for both divertor targets. On a longer time scale a different stationary

state is found, this is after 105 Alfvén times (∼ 100ms). The maximum ion flux on the outer

divertor target is then significantly larger than the inner target. Including the diamagnetic flows

in simulations shows a more realistic equal distribution of the ion fluxes on inner and outer leg.

A comparison of simulated ELM energy losses in low and high recycling divertor conditions

is presented together with the change in energy deposition of ELMs on the divertor targets for

different amount of gas injection.
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Introduction
In current-day tokamaks large amplitude ELMs are observed with low collisionality plasmas,

or small ELMs when operating with high density/collisionality plasmas [1]. In ITER the plasma
will have both a low collisionality and high density, therefore the expected ELM amplitude and
associated power fluxes cannot be directly extrapolated from current experiments.

The ITER divertor will operate in a high density semi-detached state to reduce the heat flux
to the plasma facing components. In experiments, a high density and high recycling divertor is
created by gas injection. The gas injection rate determines, in most part, the detachment of the
plasma from the divertor target. When the degree of detachment is high the heat load on the the
divertor is generally lowered.

Given that the ITER conditions are not simultaneously available in current experiments, non-
linear MHD simulations are required to predict the expected amplitude of ELM energy loss
in ITER plasmas. The modelling of the high recycling divertor and detachment requires an
extension of the conventional MHD model to include a description of the neutral particles.

This paper describes the implemented MHD-neutral model, boundary conditions and first
application to the simulation of ELMs using the non-linear MHD code JOREK [2]. Previously,
this model had been applied the simulations of disruption mitigation using massive gas injection
[3]. The application of the MHD-neutral model is now expanded to plasma detachment and
simulations of ELMs in a recycling divertor.

For this application a comparison is made between JOREK models. One ELM is simulated
without the neutrals and one with a neutral gas with recycling boundary conditions. The com-
parison is made on the temperature, density and heat flux on the divertor targets.

MHD-neutral model
The non-linear MHD code JOREK includes a number of MHD models, including both re-

duced and full MHD models in toroidal geometry. In this paper, the extended reduced MHD
model is used. This model include the mass density conservation law, perpendicular and par-
allel velocity and the poloidal flux. Recently, the JOREK code has been extended to include a
neutral gas as a second fluid. This adds a diffusion equation (1) for the neutral fluid and terms
that describe the ionisation of neutrals, recombinations of ions and radiation losses.

∂n0

∂ t
= ∇ ·D0∇n0 +S0−Sionisation (1)

New boundary conditions are implemented at the divertor targets for the modelling of a re-
cycling divertor. This boundary condition states that the flux of the ions, convected with the
sound speed at the target (Bohm criterion), are reflected back as diffusive neutrals. The amount
of particles that is reflected is determined by the reflection coefficient CR in equation 2.



Γ0 = D0∇n0 ·~n =CRρ~v‖ ·~n (2)

Here Γ0 is the flux of particles into the wall, D0 the neutral diffusion coefficient, n0 the neutral
density, ρ the plasma density and~v‖ the ion parallel velocity.

In this work the reflection is chosen to be 0.8. Some provisional results show that above
CR = 0.8 no big effects are visible because that walls other than the divertor target act as sink
for particles. Further research is needed to determine in more detail the effect of this coefficient
on the steady state solution.

The addition of the neutral fluid allows for new physics to be investigated with the JOREK
code, notably the influence of divertor recycling and detachment on the amplitude of the ELM
energy and density losses.

Stationary state, detachment
One of the actuators in controlling plasma detachment are the gas valves in the divertor region

[4]. In this work a representation of a valve is placed in the outer leg at the height of the x-point
in a JET-like geometry. By varying the gas injection rates the neutral density in the divertor
changes with this also the plasma temperature and density. In all simulated cases the plasma had
a H-mode configuration, with a Ip of 2.0 MA and toroidal magnetic field of 2.0 T. Simulation
were run for a number of time steps equivalent of 500 ms. This long time scale is necessary to
reach a true stationary state for the divertor solution. One of the main effects is visible in the
temperature profile, plotted in figure 1, when following a flux surface with the peak temperature
on the divertor target.
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Figure 1: The temperature, neutral and plasma density profiles on the flux surface of maximum temper-
ature at the target, from the outer target to the mid-plane, for different gas injections rates. Observable
is the drop of the temperature on the divertor plate as soon a significant amount of gas is injected with a
transition to a detached divertor for a gas injection of 1×1022 s−1 to 3×1022 s−1.

Also visible in figure 1 are the neutral and plasma densities on the same positions as the tem-
perature profile. The neutral density shows a steady increase of neutrals present in the divertor
region eventually reaching even towards the X-point. The plasma density starts to develop a



Figure 2: 2D overview of the steady state solution of the case with a gas injection of 3×1022 s−1,
cropped to the divertor region. On the left the plasma density and on the right the neutral density. The
red contours are isothermal’s: 10 eV, 5 eV and 3 eV (From in to out). The while line indicates where the
profiles in figure 1 are plotted.

peak that moves toward the position of the X-points when the gas injection rate is increased.
Combining these features it is estimated that the plasma passes from an attached state to a
detached state at the gas rate of 1×1022 s−1 to 3×1022 s−1.

Figure 2 illustrates the 2D profiles of the density and neutral densities of the detached solution
in the divertor region. In the outer leg there is a build-up of neutral particles because the neutral
gas is injected in this leg.

Simulations of ELMs with a recycling divertor
As a first application, a comparison is made between ELM simulations using two JOREK

models: one including only plasma particles and one with the additional neutral particle fluid
and a recycling divertor. Both models use the same input parameters and made the same amount
of time steps to get in stationary equilibrium before starting the ELM simulation. In the case
with the model including the neutral particles, the plasma was not in a detached state. Since the
gas injection rate was of the order 1×1021 s−1, well below the 1×1022 s−1 to 3×1022 s−1 tran-
sition discussed above. Results show that for the same initial conditions both models produce
a different ELM size. The ELM energy loss in the model excluding the neutrals is 167 kJ in 1
ms, which is around 5 % of the total plasma energy. The ELM energy loss including neutrals is
about 20 % higher at 205 kJ.
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Figure 3: On the left: the density and neutral density at the outer divertor target. On the right: the
temperature profiles on the inner and outer target for the two different models. The model including the
neutrals shows for the most part a colder divertor target.

Before the ELM onset, the divertor solution with neutrals and recycling is characterised by
a high density at the target. The effect of the ELM leads to a large increase in the neutral



density and a strong reduction of the plasma density (see figure 3b). This is due to the increased
ionisation from the ELM heat pulse. The ions are then lost with the parallel flow and reflected as
neutrals. During the ELM, the density and neutral density at the target remain constant. Because
the density with neutrals is higher than the case without neutrals, the temperature at the target
is lower. The temperature profile at the target for the two cases is plotted in figure 3a.
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Figure 4: On the left: Time trace of the derivative in time of the total thermal energy in the plasma for
the two different models. The models show a similar ELM energy loss. On the right the peak energy loss
to inner and outer divertor targets. A clear asymmetry is visible between the two.

The ELM induced peak power loss (dW/dt) shows a clear increase when neutrals are included
(see Fig 4a). The dynamics and the asymmetry between inner and outer divertor (see Fig. 4b)
does not change significantly between the two models. The power first arrives at the outer target,
with a delay and smaller amplitude at the inner target.

Conclusion
Results have shown that the addition of a neutral fluid model to JOREK made it possible

to simulate detached plasmas. Effects such as the drop in temperature on the divertor target
are observed when gas is injected. For increasing gas injection this lower temperature is also
observed to expand toward the x-point.

ELMs were simulated with the new JOREK model using the MHD model including a neutral
fluid. The addition of neutrals and a recycling divertor yields a small increase in the ELM size
and a significant increase in the peak heat flux to the target.

Ongoing work is the simulation of ELMs with a high density divertor. These simulations
have the plasma in a (semi)-detached state and the same plasma parameters as the ELM cases
discussed above. Aspects like the reflection coefficient, wall effects and valve position also
remain subjects for investigation.
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